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Chapter Report
Brothers,
Again it is time for we, the undergrads, to inform
you, the highly successful and overly generous alumni
(did I mention powerful, and good-looking) of our
continued existence in the ghetto of North Philly. While our
surroundings remain depressed, the chapter continues to
thrive and dominate fraternity life on campus.
The Spring pledge period yielded eight new brothers
(only half of whom are believed to be brain damaged), who
have been instrumental in putting the house at full capacity.
These new probationary brothers will be filling the positions
of not only those who won’t be returning due to their
revulsion to studying, but of several lucky individuals who did
indeed slip through the Temple red tape to graduate.
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If you are in search of enthusiastic young talent, here
is a short bio of this year’s unfortunate lot who must face the
Clinton job market and join the ranks of the alums:
Darren “Hermit Crab” Rabinowitz followed in the
footsteps of his real life big brother, Stu, graduating with a
major in finance. He is currently in the business of debt
collections (we could use a guy like the crab).
Walter Morris, now divorced from his former
roommate, Hermit Crab, graduated with honors in Poli Sci
and is looking toward grad school. Though painful, the split
has apparently done him good.
Andrew "Cobner" Lackman, whose talents as anchorman
in chug contests will be sorely missed, has relocated to
Pittsburgh where he seeks to use his Business degree with the
same luck that he used his beer pong paddle.
Scott Wright, who has single-handedly confused more
individuals than the new math, will be taking his degree in
Rhetoric and Communications to the real world. Rumor has
it that he has made the world of mortgage banking even less
comprehensible, working under his classmate Joe Wargo.
PA Alpha Delta has gained considerable favor with the
International office of late. After successfully hosting the
Regional Conclave from February 19-21, our chapter was
spoken highly of by Alan Wunsch. He additionally hinted that
refinancing for house renovation was closer to becoming
a reality. International further recognized the individual
dedication of former Rex Paul Lucas and myself with
Certificates of Merit at Convention.

So here are the taken for granted non-entities. Though
you are probably tired of hearing year after year about our
athletic prowess, yet again we have captured the All University
Conference cup for intramural sports (the fifth time in six
years). Parties are still on Thursday nights, and of course,
Ted Chase, the dysfunctional greek advisor, is still about as
unpleasant as a scathing rash.
With all this in mind, it is easy to liken the strength of
the chapter with that of the alumni organization. A strong and
supportive alumni group is an integral part of any fraternity.
As undergrads we applaud your Kovner Association, and
look forward to staying involved as our school years pass.
We hope to see the link between the chapter and the alums
strengthen through the collective efforts of both bodies.
Fraternally,
Mick Edelman, Rex

Kovner Banquet to be Held at
Diamond Club
Five years... that is how long we have managed to
keep the Kovner Banquet in the civil surroundings of the
prestigious Vesper Club. Five years without so much as
a disturbing the peace, public drunkenness, or indecent
exposure charge (well, none that resulted in conviction).
This year we hope to continue this tradition at a new
location, Temple’s own Diamond Club. The move was
motivated by our desire to significantly lower the cost without
reducing our standards.
The banquet will be held on Saturday, November 13th at
7:00 p.m. But that’s not all. We plan to kick off the day with
the 3rd annual alumni vs. undergrad flag football game in the
tradition of the first ugly, smash-face bout in ‘91.
We sincerely hope that the reduced cost, new location
and day, proximity to the chapter house, and advance notice
will result in a good turnout this year. Formal invitations are
forthcoming, but please spread the word.

EVENTS
The Carriage House Becomes a Liability
The carriage house, once dilapidated and dangerously
close to total collapse, is now officially falling down.
Condemned by the City of Philadelphia in the early 1980s,
the carriage house has been a conduit of evil in the
neighborhood. It had served as a home to many a wayward
vagrant until it was sealed with cement blocks in 1988, and its
loose bricks continue to be used on a regular basis as devices
that provide instant access to automobiles parked on Norris
Street.
The structure has been a source of much controversy
and concern over the past few years. Designed in grandiose
fashion with the intent to store and maintain the horse and
carriage of the inhabitants of the John Stafford mansion (the
current chapter house), the carriage house has fallen in
a state of total disrepair over many years of neglect. Even
those items which made the carriage house an architectural
work of art—the China brick, sculpted horse heads, and the
Strawbridge crest—have been pillaged over the years (the
massive crest was
stolen from the
second story of
the structure in
January).
The most
recent and severe
incident that needs
the immediate
attention of
the alumni, the chapter, the international office, and the
housing commission is the collapse of an entire section of
second story wall approximately 10 ft. x 15 ft. in dimension.
Fortunately for the chapter the wall fell into the lot of our
neighboring fraternity and not onto the street or a passerby.

The Carriage House, whose
architecture serves as a
symbol of a different era in
North Philadelphia, is near
collapse.

At this point, the carriage house is one thing—a liability.
It is a danger to the community, and it endangers the security
of the chapter. It needs to come down. Suggestions in the
area of demolitions have ranged from an alumni razing with
kegs and sledgehammers to letting John McKeon ‘86 “bellybuck” the structure to the ground. But a more legitimate
method, one that will be acceptable to International and the
Housing Commission (headed by our own Jerome Balka ‘49),
must be devised.
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This matter has been championed by our alumni in the
past (Dave Vender ‘86), and has now found a new urgency.
Any input that you may have, or pressure that you can place in
the proper areas would be greatly appreciated.

Scholarship Fund to Honor
Memory of Isadore Wachs
“Not Four Years, but a Lifetime.”
These words oft spoken by brothers young and old have
great meaning to all. But in the history of Pi Lambda Phi, no
man has lived by our credo more than the late Isadore “Is”
Wachs.
Is dedicated himself to a number of worthy causes, and
our chapter was fortunate enough to be a recipient of his
unconditional caring, wisdom and leadership. His special
dedication and love of Pi Lam was an outgrowth of eight
decades of commitment to the ideals of Pi Lambda Phi.
Although not a Temple graduate, Is always had a special
tie to Alpha Delta, serving as its chapter advisor for many
years. He said that Temple brothers had consistently been a
responsible group, always meeting obligations and realizing
expectations, probably because— the Alpha Delta boys came
from “upbringings where you had to work hard and understand
the meaning of a dollar.”
Is was in his forties when Koko Kovner was a leader in the
fraternity. They were men with high values and ideals, and were
in constant correspondence while “Koke” was overseas fighting
in World War II. Is remembered Kovner as a man “full of fun,
and good humor,” but he added, “Koke would fight like hell
against anything that jeopardized the chapter. The great thing in
his life was the fraternity and the brothers.”
At the 1988 Kovner Banquet, Is Wachs graciously accepted
the chapter’s first Lifetime Achievement award, but deferred
the accolades to Koko and the many brothers who continued to
pass the Kovner ideal on to new brothers.
Distinguished Alpha Delta alumni remember Is as
an “advisor and confessor dedicated to fraternalism, and
instrumental in the formation of the chapter” and as “a fine
individual who gave of his time and of himself to touch a lot of
lives.”
In his honor, the Temple chapter of Pi Lambda Phi will be
instituting the Isadore Wachs Memorial Scholarship Fund to be
awarded to an undergraduate who most typifies the qualities
of the man to whom it is dedicated. Brother Bill Glosser ’51
has graciously agreed to be the executor of such a fund. Any
contributions can be sent to William Glosser, United States
Magistrate, U. S. District Court, Western District of Pennsylvania,
430 Main Street, Johnstown, PA 15901.
Thanks to Bill Glosser, Marvin Welsch, and Rob Kwortnik
for your contribution to this article.

UPDATE
L.A. Stories

1993 Temple Owls
Football Schedule
at Boston College
September 25, 1:30 p.m.
at Rutgers
October 2, 6:00 p.m.
ARMY (HOMECOMING)
October 9, 12:00 noon
at Virginia Tech
October 16, 1:00 p.m.
Akron
October 23, 12:00 noon
at Miami
October 30, 4:00 p.m.
at Syracuse
November 6, 12 noon
West Virginia
November 13, 12 noon
Pittsburgh
November 20, 12 noon

A handful of Pi Lams in search of fame, fortune, and
girls who don’t have South Jersey accents have settled in Los
Angeles—land of silicon beauty and lousy cheesesteaks. None
of the brothers will admit to fleeing the East to escape the
law or a big-hipped fiancee. In fact, each alum claims to be
doing something relatively productive in California. Of course,
they’re probably lying.
Bob “Sporty” Hoch ‘87 arrived in L.A. just in time for the
riots of ’92. Bob was typically unfazed, saying that his four
years in North Philly made the riots seem like a weenie roast.
Contrary to rumor, Bob did not travel west to be reunited with
his Philly roommate, Rob Kwortnik, though the two spend
an inordinate amount of time together—mostly having no
luck with California women (though they’ll tell you different).
Bob actually received a promotion within Mattel Toys’
merchandising and promotions division. He denies having
lurid fantasies about life-sized Barbies.
Sean “4-in-one-night” Dunn ‘84 is a Temple RTF
grad who is actually using his degree as a filmaker. Sean
recently founded Octus Productions, for whom he directs
and produces. Among Sean’s credits are several music
videos, a documentary film about expatriate Americans in
Guatemala, and the L.A. Raiderettes Calendar Video. He’s also
currently developing a cable TV production entitled “Acoustic
Underground,” a project for ESPN called “Women in Sports
Weekend,” and his own screenplay. Sean denies having lurid
fantasies about the Raiderettes, claiming the cheerleaders all
fantasize about him...after all, he was Rex.

Bobby Spelger, Esq. ‘86 graduated from Southwestern
University Law School, nailed the California Bar exam in his
first go-around, and currently practices with a small L.A. firm.
When not in court, Bobby can be found surfing (which is
usually where his clients have to find him). He denies being
an attorney, fearing the deluge of requests for gratis legal
advice from Pi Lams having minor squabbles with the judicial
system.
Rob “Bubbles” Kwortnik ‘87, former chapter advisor,
threw his M.B.A. studies and his marketing career into the
can, and now claims to be a working actor, complete with an
agent and membership in the Screen Actors Guild (though
you won’t find his name on the credit reels, for reasons
unknown he’s adopted the screen pseudonym, Bruce Beck).
In addition, Rob recently wrote and optioned his first feature
film script entitled “Deep Dive” (it’s about ocean diving, you
slobs), and also serves as Business and Marketing Manager
for a film studio. To make extra money, Rob sings tunes at
Venice Beach where, he says, “Jolly Laddies” is a big crowd
pleaser. Rob denies ever having appeared in a movie called
“Farm Boys and Their Barnyard Friends,” directed by Sean
Dunn.
Tim Noll ‘91 is the most recent Pi Lam to toss reason to
the wind and move to L.A. Tim dragged his fiancee from her
safe and secure life so he could try his hand at script writing.
Like most L.A. artists, Tim makes his real living through other
pursuits including insurance sales and mobile disc jockeying
(the Good Bands People?). Tim denies everything saying it
was all just a fraternity prank.

Not Four Wins, But a Lifetime...
“It’s Possible.”
That’s the motto adopted by the Temple Owls football
team this year. It finished just ahead of “Yeah, Right,” and
“Just wait ‘til basketball season” in the polls.
In the shadows of a 1-10 season, the good news is
that we lost 29 lettermen... the bad news is that
even for a Temple game it costs $4.50 for a
dixie cup of beer at the Vet.
This year’s goals may be a bit
lofty for a team whose greatest
show of offense resulted not from
their passing attack, but their refusal to
shower until they won two games. But, all is
not grim. Temple spent its first full season as a

part of the newly formed Big East Conference which includes
such national powerhouses as Miami, Syracuse and Boston
College. The Owls new head coach, Ron Dickerson, is one
of only three black head coaches of Division 1-A football. His
most recent in a string of successes in assistant coaching was
as Defensive Coordinator with Clemson.
Pi Lam’s own contribution to the football program,
kicker Rich Maston (#47), went 4 for 6 after winning the
starting job last season. This season in his first showing
against Eastern Michigan he kicked a career best 47-yarder,
the Owls’ longest three-pointer in two years. As long as the
offense can get him into field goal range, he seems destined
for a great season.
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Brother Spence and Brothers...
A long time goal of the fraternity — a perennial alumni association
— has at last become a reality. The Kovner Association was formed by a
core group of alumni early this Spring and will become chartered by the
international office in September.

fulfill my obligations as President (like if a nude layout of me were to unexpectedly
surface in a Blue Boy magazine), my duties will be assumed by Vice-president Ron
Savarese. We gave him a test. He can spell p-o-t-a-t-o. The Treasurer and Secretary
are Kevin Dwyer and Shawn Mahoney, respectively.

Meetings are tentatively held on the first Monday of every other
month at 7:30 at the Diamond Club (the next one is Tuesday, October
19th—we know it's not a Monday). Topics of this meeting will include
the Kovner Banquet and the Is Wachs Memorial Scholarship Fund. If you
are interested in attending please contact Kevin Dwyer (609-875-5627
home; 215-204-6623 work).

Basically, our initial goals are three-fold.
1. Formalize the Alumni Organization
2. Establish fund-raising and alumni events
3. Establish a scholarship in the honor Isadore Wachs

One of the first orders of business was the election of pro tem
officers and a familiar name happened to come up—Spencer Glass.
Since getting out of puppy sales, and moving on to home rentals, Spencer
insisted that he needed some other small, troublesome pets to take care
of, so we unanimously elected him President of the Kovner Association.
Below is his first address to the little people:
Dear Brothers:
On Monday, May 3rd, I found myself being summoned down to Temple University’s
Diamond Club. The mission...to seek out strange new worlds and civilizations. On
Temple’s campus everything is strange...and you know about the civilization.
What I did find, however, was a group of bright young alums who are looking to go
where no Pi Lam has gone before. The goal: to form Alpha Delta’s first truly bona fide
Alumni Organization, something I always wished I could get going, but couldn’t do on
my own.
Organized by Co-Chapter Advisors, Kevin Dwyer and Shawn Mahoney, the meeting was
attended by Mike Naegele, Ron Savarese, Shawn Battle, Steve Smith and others who
discussed the initial goals of the organization.

To formalize our association we needed fifteen members. We have already surpassed
this level, but we encourage all to join. Everyone is aware that an organization such
as this can’t operate on good intentions alone. Funding is required for the simplest of
things including this mailing. We are in need of not just your donation, but your efforts
and your enthusiasm, to make this venture successful. Interested brothers can send a
check payable to the Kovner Association in the amount of $10.00. We’ll add you to the
rolls. Send membership dues to Kevin Dwyer, 55 Dover Court, Turnersville, NJ 08012.
The generosity of Pi Lams never ceases to amaze me, especially when references of my
tenure as Rex are involved. We are, in fact, counting on this generosity to get the Kovner
Association off the ground and stretch our capabilities and resources to benefit the
undergrads in their ventures (specifically house renovation, scholarship funds, etc.).
Any amount that you can afford will be greatly appreciated, but we are offering a special
deal to those who can pledge $100.00. What do you get? Hmmm, let’s see. Your $100
donation will get you a specially designed Century Club T-shirt, instant membership into
the alumni association, and to-be-named discounts at alumni sponsored events. Not a
bad deal, ay!
If you would like to be a member of this prestigious group, please send your check to
Kevin Dwyer at the above address or Shawn Mahoney. But please don’t let this figure
scare you away, any gift is appreciated and will be put to good use.
We are all eager to see this venture fly. I hope you do too. Stay tuned for further news
and events.

At this time I was asked to serve as President of the Association’s initial term, and I
humbly (Okay, Murray, I was thrilled) accepted the position. Should I be unable to

Yes, I am interested in contributing to the Kovner Association * (or at least I'd like to see my name in the next newsletter).

■ $100 Century Club

■ $75

■ $50

■ $25

■ $10 Kovner Association Membership

■ Other....................

Name: ............................................................................................................................Pledge Class: ................................... Grad Year: ......................................
Address: ............................................................................................City: .......................................................... State: ....................... Zip: ..................................
Employer: ..................................................................................................................Job Title: .....................................................................................................
Phone: (Business) ......................................................................................................(Home) .....................................................................................................
News, Happenings: ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................
......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
Message to Classmates, Favorite Tradition or Story: .......................................................................................................................................................................
......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
Suggestions for Alumni Events: ......................................................................................................................................................................................................
Please send replies in the enclosed return envelope to the Kovner Association c/o Shawn Mahoney
* Donations may be designated for specific purposes. Please make checks payable to the Kovner Association. Those earmarked for the Isadore Wachs Scholarship fund can be forwarded to Bill Glosser.
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Whereabouts Unknown...

Milestones:

The following individuals are MIA from our mailing list. If you have
knowledge of the whereabouts of these or any other brothers that may
not be receiving our mailings please let us know.

Joe McGee ‘90 has returned to the Philadelphia area after an extended
tour with the U.S. Navy. Said Joe of the move, “I’ve been thrown out of
bars from Seattle to Silesia, but its just not the same as being heaved
out on my keester right here at home.”

Marv Allenoff
Bernard S. Brenner
Fred Brehm
Thomas Buskaritz, Jr.
Michael J. Carr
Erwin Cole
Robert Cole
Shelly Feldman
Alan Feldscher
Stephen N. Frankel
William Goichman
Al Goldfine
Lee Goldstein
Bob Goldberg
King Greenspon

Stanley Highbloom
Harry Hyatt
Larry Jacobs
Harvey Karlin
Art Kramer
Chuck Lane
Miles Lazerwitz
Jules Malamud
Ron Meltzer
Dave Moscrip
Al Novak
Norman A. Nuddle
Bill O’Donnell
Syd Raymond

Bernie Riskin
Sam Romisher
Bob Rosenthal
Paul Shafer
Arnie Shusterman
Herman Schusterman
Larry Skurnik
Bill Sternberg
Robert Swirsky
Ray Tashman
Ron Tabas
George Victor
Marti Wood
Sandy Wilson

Tim “Not Four Years, but a Lifetime” Jonassen (?) purported to have
pledged sometime early in the Reagan era, has successfully completed
his fifth consecutive semester as a sophomore. Tim, always the
optimist, believes that a few more semesters with his nose to the
grindstone ought to have him in cap and gown by ’96.
Our own Kevin Dwyer ‘87, long time chapter advisor, was married in
August of 1992 to Kristine Engkvist (who listed her primary reason for
marriage to be reducing the number of consecutive consonants in her
name). Additionally, Kevin’s exceptional dedication to the chapter was
recognized by International with a Certificate of Merit presented at this
year’s Convention in Miami.

Upset... That is what brothers have said that they will be if there are once
again no festivities for Temple Homecoming.

Don Serek ‘90 tied the knot with college sweetheart Peg. Brothers in
attendance at the reception recalled a touching moment when Don
(a few laundry loads past three sheets to the wind) put the father of
the bride in a headlock, and repeatedly wrapped upon his forehead
saying, “can I call you Dad now, Chief?”

But fear not, this year the undergrads will be throwing one of their world
famous tailgates on Saturday, October 9th, and the Kovner Association
will be attaining a block of tickets for the game.

Stu Rabinowitz ‘90 will be married in October to Amy Stief. While the
wedding promises to be a cataclysmic joining of religions and races,
everyone is looking forward to the buffet.

Be sure to join us for the pre-game activities featuring warm beer
(Milwaukee’s Beast since the Schlitz plant closed down), grilled grade
“x” turkey dogs and 2 oz. burgers (pre-cooked weight), asphalt
volleyball, and football irreverence.

Larry Goldman ’87 recently opened Joclyn's Barbershop at the Barclay
Square Shopping Center in Upper Darby. But you'd be more likely to
get gin and tonic than hair tonic on the premises (you see it's really
a bar). Larry said he got the idea for the name from all the times he
woke up in the morning with a hangover and felt the need to shave his
tongue.

Temple vs. Army...Homecoming...Tailgate...
Big Upset?

Tickets can be obtained for a mere $10 each. Contact Ronnie Savarese
(215-546-5205 home; 609-339-7174 work) to reserve seats.

A Message of Little Worth from Your Chapter Advisor

W

ell, here it is, your long awaited, 6-page expanded format newsletter. Due to the
abundance of fraternity happenings (and my overly verbose writing style), we needed to add
a couple of pages. Unfortunately, even the “Color your favorite Pi Lam from the Seventies” section
requested by Alan Josel and classmates at the last Kovner Banquet could not be included due to space
restrictions and the extra charge of shipping the non-toxic crayons. But seriously, the responsibilities
of my new position at work, my duties as Co-chapter advisor and my rigorous drinking schedule, have
all kept me quite busy. Kevin Dwyer and I would like to ask for your help in reaching some of the goals
that we have set for the chapter and the Kovner Association. We’d like to thank all of those who have
volunteered their services already, and remind any charity-minded individuals that they may contact
Kevin at home (215-546-5205) or at work (215-651-5033) or myself (Phone # on page 6) to relieve
that guilty feeling that may have suddenly overwhelmed you. -- Shun

Alan Markowitz ‘79 was recently named a
partner in the accounting firm J.H. Cohn &
Co. (it was either that or give him his own
office). Alan has also found his way to
becoming an Endowment Fund Trustee.
Trey Reynolds has lucked into becoming
a member of a celebrity family with his
recent marriage to Licia Bono. But don’t
be banging down his door asking him for
nude pictures of Cher (or Sonny for that
matter); his newly acquired brother-in-law
is San Francisco 49er QB, Steve Bono.
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LAM’S TALES
Some Pi Lams Are Doing Great Things, While Others...
Dates to Remember:
Homecoming (vs. Army)
Sat, October 9th at 12 noon
Kovner Association Meeting
Tues, October 19th at 7:30 pm
Alumni vs. Undergrad
Flag football Game
Sat, Nov 13th at 12 noon
KOVNER BANQUET
Sat, Nov 13th at 7:00 pm

ΑΔ Contributors:
Many thanks to the following
individuals for their
contribution to the newsletter:
Dave Campbell
Bill Glosser
John Lampi
Mark Levin
David McDonnnell
Mike Mollen
Andrew Parr
Ronnie Savarese
Don Serek
Marvin Welsch

The Alpha Delta is a
publication released on
a periodic basis by the
Pi Lambda Phi Alumni
Association of Temple
University.
Funding is acquired
through alumni donations.
Any editorial comments
or inquiries can be
addressed to:
Shawn Mahoney
1224 Rodman Street
Philadelphia, PA 19147
(215) 651-5033: work
(215) 546-5205: home
Printing by
George Mahoney
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Andrew Parr ‘78 is the director of a Navy Liaison Unit in
Norfolk, Virginia (but vehemently denies any involvement
in the recent “tailhook” scandal). He asks of classmate
Wesley Burton the enigmatic question, “have you made
any Colombian style spaghetti lately?” Andrew believes that
an annual Frank Rizzo Remembrance Day complete with
complimentary police brutality for all participating locals
would be an appropriate ongoing alumni sponsored event.
The distinguished recipient of the first Jerome R. Balka Award,
David “Lumpy” Vender ‘87, has been selling commercial real
estate in Manayunk, PA (yo). But he maintains that this has
been a mere distraction from his true passion—children’s
books. Look for his first publication, Flakey: The Clown with a
Real Bad Skin Condition in a book store near you.
Brian Rittenhouse ’79, an Acoustic Engineer (huh?) at the
Naval Air Warfare Center, was quite disappointed that a pet
project of his, the dreaded nude bomb, was not used by the
Pentagon in the recent Gulf War due to the fear that our forces
would be disgusted by the abundance of back hair on the Iraqi
troops. Brian says he holds no malice towards the Navy brass
nor his Pi Lam classmates whom he affectionately referred to
as, “a bunch of schmoes!”
Bill Glosser ‘51, a U.S. Magistrate in Johnstown, PA reminds
us that nothing has changed since they sat on orange crates
and listened to long-winded chapter officers babble on ad
infinitum at Monday meetings. He questioned whether
Marvin Welsch was getting a commission on the Kovner
Dinner at the Vesper Club. And as much as we’d like to pass
the blame on to him, we have to admit that it was the shortsighted investment of the chapter advisors into the Committee
to Re-Elect the Former Frank Rizzo, that required the excess
funds.
Brother Glosser would also like to send a message to the
undergrads not to despair about total incomprehension of
your career field of choice. Apparently, his classmate Robert
Rosenthal ‘51 failed three consecutive semesters of finance,
and yet now runs a multi-million dollar car dealership in
Washington D.C. So much for academics.
Mike “Colonel” Sautters ‘92 has been demoted from his
unofficial civilian ranking to a Lance Corporal in the U.S.
Marine Corps Reserves. Full time, however, he manages an
MAB Paints store in Virginia and now refers to anything north
of the Mason-Dixon line as “Canada.” Mike has assimilated
nicely into his new down-south surroundings by taking up the
banjo, and getting to know his cousins more intimately.
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Burke Miller ‘90 is in the employ of L.D. Caulk/Dentsply
selling dental` implements and currently resides in Spring
Mountain, PA. He would like to see the Kovner Club organize
outings for graduated pledge classes to meet at the house
and journey into the crime-ridden inner city for a night of
adventure. Burke additionally voiced concern for pledge
brother Stu “Turtle” Rabinowitz saying, “Stu has relocated
from VA to PA and is stuck somewhere in between on his
exterior back shell.” Not to worry Burke, we’ve informed the
proper authorities at the zoo.
Dan Lynch ‘69 whose career as an editor began with the
rush booklet, Pi Lam, Join Us or We’ll Smack You, is now the
Managing News Editor for the Times Union in Albany, NY. His
input regarding out-of-town alumni lead us to change Kovner
from a Friday to a Saturday. We hope this will oblige your
desire to return to the banquet “to torture (Arnold) Dranoff
and (Alan) Josel.”
Calculated idiocy (i.e. stand-up comedy) is the business of
Chris Gannon ‘89, who has appeared at New York clubs such
as the Improv and the Comic Strip. He based his routine on
his days at Pi Lam. Said Gannon, “yeah, those jokes about
boogers and flatulence never fail.” He’s still got a face for
radio though, and in fact, you may have heard him in the New
York area as the “Shady Brook Farms Turkey Guy.”
Michael “Rubble” Mollen ‘91 was so impressed with the last
newsletter that he sent an $18 donation. Being an accountant
at BCH Securities, I assumed that he would work in round
numbers , but he informed me (being the goy that I am) that
it means “chai” or good luck and good life that he wishes for
Pi Lambda Phi and the newsletter. Thanks, Rubble.
John Lampi ‘69 is in Banking/Securities Law at the firm of
Schnader, Harrison, Segal & Lewis in Mechanicsburg, PA. A
Temple Law grad, he teaches at Dickenson Law School in
his spare time. Due to his standing in the legal community,
we choose not to direct any potentially libelous comments
towards Brother Lampi here.
Steve Smith ‘89 is fund-raising for the Police Athletic League,
and his move to work with a police-related charity has
been highly regarded by his parole officer. Steve, a fine
armchair quarterback in his day, fondly remembers his days
as Alternate Athletic Director and says that in regular PAL
sporting events (for ages 8 to 12) he hardly ever gets picked
last.

